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bstract

Retailers confront a seemingly impossible dual competitive challenge: grow the top line while also preserving their bottom line. Innovations
n pricing and promotion provide considerable opportunities to target customers effectively both offline and online. Retailers also have gained

nhanced abilities to measure and improve the effectiveness of their promotions. This article synthesizes recent advances in pricing and promotions
ndings as they pertain to enhanced targeting, new price and promotion models, and improved effectiveness. It also highlights the role of new
nabling technologies and suggests important avenues for further research.

2011 New York University. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In 2008, total U.S. retail sales climbed over $3.9 trillion (U.S.
ensus Bureau 2008), of which approximately $1.4 trillion came

rom food, beverage, drug, and department stores and approx-
mately $227 billion from online and mail-order stores. Price
romotions are a key marketing instrument that on- and offline
etailers use to generate sales and increase their market share.
iven their importance and long history, it is not surprising that

he marketing literature has accumulated a vast body of knowl-
dge about how promotions work. Quantitative research has
ften focused on the consumer packaged goods industry, where
ich datasets covering long periods and purchases across sev-
ral product categories are available. Most behavioral research
nstead uses experimental settings to manipulate various ele-
ents of promotional designs and isolate their effects.
Recent reviews, such as those by Ailawadi et al. (2009),

olton, Shankar, and Montoya (2007), Grewal and Levy (2007,
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009), Grewal, Levy, and Kumar (2009), Grewal et al. (2010),
opalle et al. (2009a), Levy et al. (2004), Neslin (2002),
uccinelli et al. (2009), and van Heerde and Neslin (2008), sum-
arize the findings of both types of research. Rather than review

ast research again, we focus our attention on retail price and
romotion innovations, many of which have received significant
ttention in the press, though they have just started to provoke
cademic interest. As shown in the organizing framework of
ig. 1, we group these innovations based on their relevance to

hree questions:

whom to target?
what promotions and pricing models to use?
how design elements can increase the effectiveness of these
promotions?

This organization around three questions or areas of inquiry
uides our review. We wish to note that it is not intended as a
ramework for analyzing innovations. Within each area, we iden-
ify major innovations and their technological enablers, highlight

ecent research that provides insights on these innovations, and
ose questions that should be addressed in future research area.

The first research area involves innovations that are aimed
t determining whom to target? Two key areas of improved
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Fig. 1. Organ

argeting activities involve the use of loyalty program data for
eveloping loyalty-based promotions and the use of online his-
ory for developing and offering online promotions targeted at
ndividual customers. Technology enablers that are likely to aid
hese targeting activities include mobile applications, online per-
onal shopping assistants and kiosks. Online personal shopping
ssistants have access to shoppers’ purchase history and, as a
onsequence, can generate personal shopping lists and display
pecific prices and promotions.

The second research area that we address involves what the
merging models of price and promotions are. These include
ynamic pricing models, promotions based on exclusivity, i.e.,
imited time and limited merchandise (e.g., Gilt), and promo-
ions based on volume discounts (e.g., GroupOn). Technology
nablers include electronic price tags and radio frequency iden-
ification (RFID).

The third research area pertains to how retailers are increas-
ng the effectiveness of online and offline promotions through
esign elements. Technology enablers include in-store digital
essaging and eye-tracking equipment that retailers can use to
easure consumer response in greater detail than ever before.

Research area 1: more focused and targeted promotions

Retailers are steadily innovating to address the most central
uestion: who to target with their promotions? They are bringing
ocused analytics together with the wealth of loyalty program

ata they have at their disposal to develop targeted promotions.
n similar fashion, they are using online analytic tools to increase
he usage of targeted online promotions.

t
r
o

framework.

argeted retail promotions using loyalty data

Retailers increasingly target specific promotions to individ-
al customers or customer segments, driven by the availability
f loyalty program data and retailers’ ability to mine such data.
or instance, the drugstore chain CVS offers not only traditional,
ntargeted promotions through its weekly flyer but also targeted
romotions based on its Extra Care loyalty program data. The
etailer categorizes its customers into several segments, designs
argeted promotions for each segment, and disseminates infor-

ation about those promotions through personalized e-mail and
ther communications. It continually evaluates the effectiveness
f its promotions by gathering data from matched control groups
or each promotional offer and comparing the purchase behavior
f the treatment and control groups. Research could generate, on
he basis of these controlled field experiments, some empirical
eneralizations about the types of targeting strategies that work
nd those that do not. These insights would complement exist-
ng work. For example, Feinberg, Krishna, and Zhang (2002)
xamine conditions in which it is better to target loyal customers
ersus those likely to switch. Grewal, Hardesty, and Iyer (2004)
how, in a scenario-based study that respondents indicate more
rust and fairness if customers who buy more frequently receive
ower prices, rather than new customers.

The availability of loyalty program data also enables retailers
o partner with their manufacturer vendors to offer promotions
hat encourage store loyalty. Instead of receiving a discount on

he brand itself, consumers earn extra loyalty program points to
edeem for purchases in the retailer’s stores. CVS funds some
f its targeted promotions through its vendors and offers “Extra
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ucks” when the customer buys a particular vendor’s brands.
t is important to evaluate how customers perceive such promo-
ions and how effective they are for the manufacturer and the
etailer. If they are effective and can reduce negative reference
rice (Winer 1986) effects associated with promotions, they may
epresent a win–win proposition for manufacturers and retailers,
ho are typically at odds when it comes to promotions. Zhang

nd Breugelmans (2010) also examine the effectiveness of such
romotions for an online retailer.

Finally, promotions can be targeted even in the absence
f a loyalty program. Companies such as Catalina now work
ith retailers to offer targeted coupon promotions, even in the

bsence of a retailer-specific loyalty program. Research should
lso evaluate the effectiveness of such targeted promotions. For
xample, Venkatesan and Farris (2010) quantify the effective-
ess of retailer coupon promotions by including not only their
edemption effect but also their exposure effect. They find that
xposure effects can be more important than redemption effects
nd overall, such targeted promotions can significantly improve
he profitability of customers to a retailer.

argeted online promotions

Retailers sometimes use past purchase history data to cus-
omize promotions for individual consumers, not just for
onsumer segments. Such customized promotions are grow-
ng steadily in all retail channels, though they are most notable
nline (e.g., Ansari and Mela 2003; Syam, Ruan, and Hess 2005;
hang and Wedel 2009), probably because the Internet provides

he functionality and specific features to cost-effectively target
ndividual customers. For example, e-tailers enjoy great control
ver their promotions, such that they can initiate an online cam-
aign easily and then end the campaign the moment they achieve
heir objectives (e.g., a pre-determined number of coupons
edeemed). Access to real-time promotional effectiveness data
lso helps these firms tailor their offers and integrate customer
nd competitor responses immediately into their promotional
ampaign designs. However, for multi-channel retailers, inte-
ration of real-time promotional effectiveness data is quite
hallenging (Neslin et al., 2006). Firms need to understand the
ost and benefits associated with a single view of their customers
Neslin and Shankar 2009). For a more detailed discussion
f multi-channel research, see reviews by Neslin and Shankar
2009) and Neslin et al. (2006).

It is important to examine the extent to which individual
argeting is profitable. Extant analytical research has shown
he improved profitability of one-to-one and reward promo-
ions targeted at the individual customer level (Chen and Zhang
009; Fruchter and Zhang 2004; Shaffer and Zhang 2002).
heng and Dogan (2008) extend this analysis to the Internet
nd demonstrate that even when consumers actively seek lower
rices in the future, dynamic targeted pricing is beneficial and
mproves profitability. However, empirical evidence is mixed.

ossi, McCulloch, and Allenby (1996) support this result and

how the improved profitability of customized promotions. But,
hang and Wedel (2009) find that, although targeting improves
rofitability, individually customized promotions do not offer
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reater benefits than segment-level customization, especially
ffline.

There are also potential differences in online and offline
romotions which should be examined. Chiou-Wei and Inman
2008) consider online coupons and find that redemption rates
ncrease in response to greater coupon face value, such that
nline coupons appear more effective for large-ticket items and
urables. They further note that greater distance between the
etailer and the consumer results in lower coupon redemption,
hich implies locational relevance, even in an online setting. Yet

hey find that the coupon expiration date did not have a significant
ffect on redemption rates. The effectiveness of online promo-
ions also needs to be examined in non-grocery contexts/stores
e.g., Best Buy, Staples, Macy’s).

echnological enablers

Mobile Internet users are growing rapidly and are anticipated
o number at least 1.4 billion by 2013 (Bucher 2009). As con-
umers acquire more next-generation smart phones and access
he Internet through them, interest in mobile marketing has
xploded (e.g., Sultan and Rohm 2005, 2008). Mobile marketing
s becoming increasingly important in retailing (see Shankar and
alasubramanian 2009 and Shankar et al., 2010 for a detailed

eview). These authors define mobile marketing as “the two-way
r multi-way communication and promotion of an offer between
firm and its customers using a mobile medium, device or tech-
ology.” More and more firms have started to integrate mobile
arketing into their integrated marketing communications and

evelop promotional campaigns based on short message services
SMS). In turn, mobile advertising is becoming an increasingly
mportant source of revenue for cellular carriers (Gauntt 2008;
u, Liao, and Li 2008).
Some retailers have mounted touchscreen tablets onto

hopping carts, which then serve as personal shopping
ssistants (PSA) (Kalyanam, Lal, and Wolfram 2006).
ictoria’s Secret launched a mobile Web site in 2009

http://mobile/victoriassecret.com) that acts like a PSA and
rovides consumers with a means to browse and order by
hone, sign up for text alerts, or receive price promotions.
hristie’s iPhone application (http://www.christies.com/on-

he-go/iphone) provides real-time auction results, browsing
apabilities, and integration with camera telephones, which rep-
esents the famous auction house’s attempt to leverage digital
echnologies. Coupon Sherpa and other firms offer mobile appli-
ations that consumers can use to view and redeem coupons
hrough their cellular devices. We refer readers to Shankar et al.
2011) for a more detailed discussion on innovations in digital
ctivities.

Firms like CVS and Staples have visibly embraced the use of
nteractive, stand-alone kiosks. CVS customers can use a kiosk
n the store to print out their loyalty program reward coupons
nd get other promotional discounts. By connecting customers

o the retailer’s Web site, the kiosks at Staples stores facilitate
urchases of out-of-stock items, as well as products and services
ot carried in the store. Other retailers (e.g., Metro, CVS, Best
uy, Walmart) have incorporated kiosks to handle service needs

http://mobile/victoriassecret.com
http://www.christies.com/on-the-go/iphone
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e.g., printing personalized online coupons). These interactive
iosks clearly enhance the retailer’s ability to provide customers
argeted promotions that they can access while they are at the
tore, but research is needed on the profitability (or lack thereof)
f these promotions. Further, it would be interesting to study
hether kiosks increase the effectiveness of promotions across
ultiple channels?

Research area 2: price and promotion models

A second important area pertains to what new price and
romotions models have emerged as a result of emerging tech-
ology. These new models include the expansion of dynamic
ricing as well as the development of entirely new types of
romotions.

ynamic pricing models

Traditionally, retailers have taken a one-note approach to
ricing, using cost as the primary, and sometimes the only, cri-
erion (Retail Industry Report 2000). But increasingly powerful
omputers and more sophisticated software, as well as renewed
mphasis on training senior managers in quantitative analysis,
ave fine-tuned pricing strategies in recent years. Some retail-
rs use software to determine optimal markups and discounts
Associated Press 2007) for manufacturers. Symphony-IRI and
CNielsen provide promotional software that builds on propri-
tary models featuring both price and promotion elasticities to
et optimum prices. Estimation and optimization software also
upports assessments of tricky details, such as product substitu-
ion and complementarity effects, and they often uncover results
hat might not be clear from a spreadsheet.

Most recently, some retailers have employed sophisticated
ynamic pricing models that use data from Internet purchases
r company enterprise resource planning systems to set prices.
ynamic pricing models update prices frequently, based on

hanging supply or demand characteristics (Nagle, Hogan, and
ale 2010). The driving forces behind this trend are threefold.
irst, much more data are available today. Managers use enter-
rise data management systems, produced by companies such
s Oracle and SAP, to spot purchase patterns and estimate price
lasticities in transaction data. Second, price analytic software
an be customized to a particular market context or data sources.
ynamic pricing software, which provides data to determine

lasticities more reliably, is especially important to companies
elling high volume, high frequency products. Third, the use
f dynamic pricing models has grown, alongside the Internet’s
rowth as a distribution channel. However, these models are
ased on historical data, which may not be indicative of future
urchase behavior.

In developing an optimal dynamic retail pricing and pro-
otion schedule, retailers should keep several issues in mind

Kopalle 2010): inter- and intra-category optimization, market

xpansion and contraction effects, modeling frameworks, model
erformance, the psychological aspects of pricing, objective
unctions, optimization, parameter estimation, product relation-
hip, and scalability.
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Dynamic pricing models allow companies to price discrim-
nate on a small scale, even at a single customer level, which

akes them particularly attractive to retailers. New technolo-
ies, such as radio frequency identification (RFID), wireless
etworks, and global positioning (GPS), further enhance the
ppeal of dynamic pricing in the retail arena. Progressive
asualty Insurance Company, for example, offers different
rices to policyholders based in part on data (e.g., speed,
istance traveled) uploaded from devices that plug into the
iagnostic ports of cars operated by its MyRate customers
McGregor 2009). RFID technology has broader implications
nd advantages for retailers implementing dynamic pricing
nd is likely to be beneficial for both EDLP and Hi-Low
etailers. In the future, prices in stores might automatically
hift up and down based on costs, inventory levels, and con-
umer spending habits. One New York restaurant already
llows its menu prices to fluctuate according to demand (Katz
010).

Recent pricing research has focused on dynamic pric-
ng in a category based on consumer state-dependent utility.
ube et al. (2008) suggest that dynamic pricing models

hould consider the evolution of consumer brand loyalty in
etermining optimal prices over time. In their examination
f category pricing, Fox, Postrel, and Semple (2009) note
hat as future traffic becomes more sensitive to price, retail-
rs increasingly should consider lowering current prices and
acrificing current profits for increased future traffic and prof-
tability.

Hall, Kopalle, and Krishna (2010) present a framework
or dynamic pricing and ordering decisions by retailers in

category-management setting. Their multi-brand ordering
nd pricing model incorporates retailer forward buying and
aximizes profitability for the category. The model also con-

iders manufacturer trade deals to retailers, ordering costs
hat retailers incur, retailer forward-buying behavior, and the
wn- and cross-price effects of all brands in the category.
he research thus derives implications in a dynamic setting
bout the impact of interdependence among brands on deci-
ions such as pass-through of trade deals and retailer order
uantity.

Further, we can infer from emerging literature on loyalty pro-
rams that consumers are strategic and forward looking, such
hat they trade off immediate price discounts offered by com-
etitors against loyalty rewards in the future from the target
rm (Kopalle et al., 2009b). Most loyalty programs comprise

wo components: customer tiers (e.g., Silver, Gold and Plat-
num) and frequency rewards (e.g., buy n and get n + 1 free).

more price-oriented customer segment values the frequency
eward program more; the service-oriented segment prefers the
ustomer tier program.

However, as retailers and manufacturers adopt such dynamic
ricing, they also need to realize that it might increase concerns
bout price and promotion fairness (for research on price fair-

ess, see Campbell 1999; Grewal, Hardesty, and Iyer, 2004), as
ell as consumer concerns about the privacy of their shopping
istory. The perceived fairness of the price (and potentially per-
eived privacy) is likely depends on factors such as the retailer’s
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xplicit or inferred motives, as well as their reputation (Campbell
999).

ew types of promotions

Several online retailers, such as Gilt, RueLaLa, and
auteLook, offer a limited set of fashion products for limited

ime periods to select groups of consumers who must subscribe
o the site. Some allow subscriptions only after the customer
as been invited by another subscriber, which creates a sense of
xclusiveness. Recent research suggests consumers value exclu-
ive promotions over inclusive ones (Barone and Roy 2010).

oreover, the sites offer rewards to existing customers if they
rovide referrals to others (see also Ryu and Feick 2007). Barone
nd Roy (2010) suggest that exclusive promotions have the
reatest appeal to consumers who adopt an independent rather
han collectivist self-construal.

These invitation-only promotions also reduce the chance that
ther consumers will see the offer and form adverse perceptions
r begin to expect to find these fashion items at sharp discounts
often 50 percent or more). Yet on the sites, the descriptions vir-
ually always contain a comparison of the regular and sale price
i.e., comparative price format). The offers generally remain
vailable for a limited duration, such as 4 h or until the merchan-
ise sells out. By using reference prices that provide consumers
cue of the quality and value of the merchandise, these online

etailers are likely enhancing consumer demand. From a public
olicy perspective, societies need to ensure that advertised ref-
rence prices are genuine, to confirm they are informing rather
han deceiving customers.

“Conditional promotions” are another type of promotion
here some condition has to be met for the consumer to avail
f the discount. Lee and Ariely (2006) examine the effective-
ess of conditional promotions where the condition is under the
ontrol of the consumer (e.g., consumers receive $1 off on pur-
hases exceeding $6), and find that these promotions are most
ffective when consumers have less concrete shopping goals.
ut, there are newer types of conditional promotions where the
condition” is an outside event beyond the control of the con-
umer. Some recent examples are free coffee offered by Dunkin
onuts or refunds on furniture purchases offered by a New Eng-

and furniture store if the Boston Red Sox win the World Series
Bortman 2009). Such a promotion illustrates how local brands
an tie in with others and free ride on, say, the Red Sox’s suc-
ess. Various factors could form the basis for and influence such
onditional promotions, such as the exclusivity of the audience
i.e., invitation only), reference or tie-in to a specific event (e.g.,
he World Series), and the entertainment value of winning if
n uncertain event happens. Research is needed on the viability
f such promotions. How successful are these promotions in the
hort versus the long run—i.e., after the novelty of the promotion
as disappeared?
olume-based pricing

Volume discounts are common; in most grocery stores, the
rice per ounce is lower for larger packages or greater quantities

(
c
o
s
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e.g., a 12-pack is cheaper than a 6-pack on a per item basis).
n innovative adaptation of volume-based pricing on the Web
rovides a large discount on a given product or services if a pre-
etermined number of consumers agree to purchase it. Group
uying sites appear mostly in big cities (Boehret 2010). Both
roupon.com and LivingSocial.com are especially popular in
any metropolitan areas, where consumers register online to

eceive relevant deals and coupons. They can decide whether
o take advantage of each deal and must do so within a cer-
ain time period. To ensure the minimum number of other users
ign on for the deal, users rely on their e-mail contacts and
ocial media to encourage others in their network to partici-
ate. Many of the deals involve social events, such as restaurants
r sporting events, i.e., encouraging others to participate is a
omplementary action; they even might meet as a group at
he event. According to Groupon’s own statistics, it has sold

ore than a million such deals and saved consumers $42 mil-
ion. Jing and Xie (2009) note that such group buying sites
re also popular in China (e.g., TeamBuy.com.cn) and Japan
rakuten.co.jp/groupbuy). Further research should examine the
rofitability for retailers using such sites. For example, accord-
ng to a recent Wall Street Journal article (January 7, 2011)

Groupon offer drew nearly 2800 customers to a retailer but
he retailer was lamenting that the program not only did not
raw in new customers, but they spent less than their average
mount!

Whereas pay-what-you-wish pricing represents a form of vol-
me discount in which the firm hopes to achieve enough volume
o cover its marginal costs, group buying Web sites provide the
olume discount only after enough people register. Alternatively,
ites such as Tippr.com, Woot.com, Gilt.com, and Ideeli.com
ffer deals regardless of the number of customers, which implies
hat they compete more directly with discount retailers such as
JMaxx or Marshalls.

We know very little about the effectiveness of these rela-
ively new forms of price promotion models. It would be useful
o understand, for instance, how (and how quickly) users diffuse
he deals offered by group buying sites. Certain elements of
he deals (e.g., product versus service, utilitarian versus hedo-
ic, purchase price, magnitude, reputation) might enhance or
nhibit deal acceptance among the group; it would also be useful
o determine what percentage of customers are already mem-
ers compared with new members who have access to the offer
hrough existing members. Another stream of research might
etermine which forms of social media are more effective for
isseminating the deal.

Jing and Xie (2009) suggest that retailers using a group buy-
ng model outperform referral reward programs if the cost of
haring the information is low (e.g., through social media) and
he offers are fairly mature. These insights may explain why
roup buying sites have been able to grow rapidly. These users
ormally rely heavily on social media, and the typical offers
end to be for restaurants, spas, and other entertainment options

i.e., fairly mature categories). These are categories with which
onsumers are generally familiar with or have some knowledge
f the actual regular price and the reputation of the retailer or
ervice provider.
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echnology enablers

A number of technological innovations have allowed retailers
he ability to create and offer these new business models. With
egard to dynamic pricing, newer technologies such as elec-
ronic price tags and mobile applications have made it easier to
mplement marketplace offers.

As retailers become more interested in dynamic price opti-
ization, an obvious question is whether electronic shelf labels

re far behind (Supermarket News 2005). Dynamic price opti-
ization and electronic shelf labels (ESL) are a very good match

ecause dynamic pricing involves many rapid price changes,
nd ESLs make it easier and more cost efficient to execute
hose changes, especially for retailers who change prices often
nd thus for whom price changes have become costly. Altierre
orp. (Silicon India 2008) offers ESLs that automate the price-
issemination process in retail stores and present promising
olutions to implement truly dynamic pricing solutions. Sears
lso has been conducting tests of electronic signage solutions,
sing ESLs in place of traditional printed ones, with price and
roduct information updated using a simple wireless network
Chain Store Age 2008). At the same time, research is needed
o understand the consumer implications of dynamic pricing,
apid price changes, and ESLs. Will such ESLs aid consumers
n their shopping process or will they add to their confusion? If
hey are not well accepted by consumers, it is likely to hinder
he adoption of such technology in the retail market.

To be successful, such mobile campaigns should person-
lize the SMS and enhance time and locational relevance.
or example, Sears’s (http://www.sears.com) mobile applica-

ion supports barcode scanning for coupons; eBay’s mobile Web
http://www.m.ebay.com) informs customers about their bid sta-
us and allows payments through PayPal mobile; Ralph Lauren’s
ite (http://m.ralphlauren.com) can be accessed immediately by
customer who uses his or her camera phone to scan a bar code,
ithout ever typing in or clicking into the Web site. Many such
obile application technologies offer the potential for location-

ased price promotions, in which customers receive coupons
nd promotions directly on their cell phones when they are near
store that sells items they may be interested in purchasing.

However, the roles of personalization, time relevance, and
ocational relevance for sales promotion effectiveness remain
omewhat unclear and demand further research. In addition,
espite the widespread use of fuzzy logic, neural networks, soft
omputing, and collaborative filtering in other disciplines, their
pplication in the retail domain appears minimal (Vadlamani,
aman, and Mantrala 2006).

If they contain built-in RFID readers, systems can exchange
ata throughout the store; this technology has the potential to
ecome a common and important element of retailing (Ganesan
t al., 2009; Hui, Fader and Bradlow 2009; Sorensen 2003; Webb
008). Recent advances in RFID technology and its speed could
llow for long-range readers that feature simplified payments,

ynamic pricing, and greater product history data collections.
s consumer items, such as clothing and accessories, become

raceable, retailers could install low-cost readers at various store
ocations to learn more about the shopping habits of their cus-

i
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omers. They also could devise improved pricing and promotion
ampaigns that reflect lessons learned from RFID data with
atching customer purchase information.

Research area 3: promotional design elements

Finally, we focus on addressing the question of how retailers
ave utilized price and promotional design elements to increase
he effectiveness of price promotions.

ffline and online promotion design elements

To design their offline and online promotional flyers and
ffers, retailers must determine whether to use reference and
ales prices, the phrasing of the offer, dollar versus percentage
ff wording, and colors. In weekly flyers, retailers often commu-
icate the benefits of the deal they are offering by indicating the
dvertised reference prices. Therefore, the price offer communi-
ates both a regular price and a limited time, lower sale price (see
ompeau and Grewal 1998). Past research has demonstrated

hat in offline ads, as the advertised price increases, it conveys
reater value (Grewal, Monroe, and Krishnan 1998). However,
n an online arena, consumers have the ability to check prices
nd verify the veracity of the advertised reference price. Thus,
ncreases in advertised reference prices may not enhance value
erceptions and may even reduce them.

A related issue involves sequential discounts. Chen and Rao
2007) demonstrate that consumers regard sequential discounts
s greater than one big discount, largely due to their own com-
utational errors. On the other hand, when a retailer ends a
romotion, the price usually jumps back to the original price.
owever, Tsiros and Hardesty (2010) reveal that retailers would
enefit from slowly increasing the price rather than a larger,
ne-step price hike. Both sequential elements (decreasing and
aising prices) appear to promise benefits to retailers and it would
e useful to understand the conditions in which they are most
ffective.

Consumers process their price savings in a relative fashion
Lindsey-Mullikin and Grewal 2006); they are likely to value
5 off a $10 item more than they do $5 off a $100 item. For
maller-ticket items, they also may prefer savings in percentage
erms (e.g., 50 percent off) than in dollar terms (e.g., $5 off a
10 item), whereas for larger purchases, they prefer dollar terms
e.g., $10 off $250 rather than 4 percent savings) (see Chen,

onroe, and Lou 1998). This suggests that presenting the infor-
ation as percentage off versus dollar off influences future price

xpectations (DelVecchio, Krishnan, and Smith 2007). Retailers
ust keep these insights in mind when they design price promo-

ional offers. In particular, the offers for department stores may
e more complicated than those for grocery stores, because a sin-
le flyer might include both low (e.g., cosmetics) and high (e.g.,
onsumer electronics) price items. Past behavioral research (see
ilawadi et al., 2009 for a recent review) has shown that the fram-
ng or design of the deal influences consumer perception about
he deal value, search, and purchase intent (see Compeau and
rewal 1998 and Krishna, Briesch, Lehmann, and Yuan 2002

or meta-analytic research in this area). This research suggests

http://www.sears.com/
http://www.m.ebay.com/
http://m.ralphlauren.com/
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he importance of framing the deal. Going forward, research
ould empirically investigate the relative effectiveness of mul-
iple ways and channels of communicating different deals but
ith sale prices of items that are effectively similar, viz., Buy
ne Get One Free (BOGO), offering mail-in rebates, bundling

omplementary items versus selling individual items, offering
ome discounts for online purchases, etc.

In a series of studies, Chandrashekeran et al. (2011) demon-
trate that consumers use the color of the prices in marketing
ommunications as a signal. Their findings show that prices in
ed convey higher savings than do prices in black, though this
esult applies only to male consumers. Women do not perceive
difference in the savings amount based on color. Yet in certain
ircumstances, consumers appear to use the color of the price
s a heuristic to evaluate the offer value. The multitude of flyers
hat consumers receive display prices in a vast array of colors,
ometimes using many different colors within the same flyer.
esearch should continue to investigate how consumers react to

hese cues in settings with different or inconsistent colors.

echnology enablers

Recent research has demonstrated the importance of in-store
arketing (see review by Shankar et al., 2011). Inman, Winer,

nd Ferraro (2009) demonstrate that more than 40 percent of
onsumer purchase decisions depend on price and promotion
lements. Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield (2010a, 2010b) show
hat consumers maintain a mental budget of what they expect
o spend on a given grocery trip and the items they plan to pur-
hase. Therefore, savings on planned purchases (i.e., in-store
lack) enhance the quantity of items purchased while savings
n unplanned purchases may influence the purchase of more
nplanned items.

Although the role of traditional displays on brand choice has
een well established (Ainslie and Rossi 1998; Allenby and
inter 1995; Boatwright, Dhar, and Rossi 2004; Wilkinson,
ason, and Paksoy 1982), the influence of new technologies

n in-store shopping behaviors requires additional exploration.
hese new technologies, such as in-store digital messaging,

nteractive kiosks, and personal shopping assistants, also may
elp retailers target their customers better. For example, BJ’s and
almart employ in-store digital advertising displays to commu-

icate offers or describe the use of a promoted product (e.g., new
aundry detergent). Kalyanam, Lal, and Wolfram (2006) report
n actual in-store signage experiments suggests promising sales
ifts for promoted items. In-store digital signage technology can
xpose consumers to dynamic messaging in the store, adjacent
o the merchandise. Consumers buy a great deal of merchandise
ithout planning to do so in advance, so this technology seems

ikely to attract their attention and increase purchase behaviors.
ppropriate comparative and usage messages could encourage
rand switching. All these issues warrant additional research.

One recent advance holds particular promise for addressing

he measurement issues associated with promotions, namely,
ye-tracking software. Advances in eye-tracking technology
upport its more widespread use in marketing (Pieters, Wedel,
nd Zhang 2007; Van Der Lans, Pieters, and Wedel 2008). Eye

o
o
e
a
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ovements consist of fixations, during which the eye remains
elatively still for about 200–300 ms, separated by rapid move-
ents, called saccades, which average three to five degrees in

istance (i.e., degrees of visual angle) and last 40–50 ms. Eye-
racking equipment records the duration of each eye fixation and
he exact coordinates of the central two degrees of vision, and
hen maps the coordinates to the location of each area in the
icture (e.g., brands on a supermarket shelf).

Recent research has examined the role of in-store shelf fac-
ngs, using pictures and eye-tracking equipment (Chandon et al.,
009). The number of facings has a strong impact on recall, con-
ideration, and choice; the location of the facing also is critical,
n that center facings are more likely to be noticed, reexamined,
nd chosen, whereas top facings enhance attention and evalua-
ion. These results highlight the importance of item placement
n a planogram. Also, whether the price of the item appears
o the left or right of the item can influence customers’ percep-
ions of value (Suri and Grewal 2011). This technology therefore
ocuments exactly what shoppers see and miss as they look at
ifferent categories. Some shoppers may fail to see certain prod-
cts, as well as promotional information, which immediately
xcludes them from the relevant set of purchasers. These unseen
roducts remain unsold, without ever having had a chance to con-
ince shoppers. Eye-tracking software could provide insights
nto which promotional design elements are the most important
nd effective for attracting attention.

Research issues

The genesis of this article was in a Thought Leadership Con-
erence organized at Texas A&M University, with the topic
Innovation in Retailing.” In our effort to understand innova-
ions in the domains of pricing and promotion, we have limited
his endeavor to recent innovations. Across the broad cate-
ories of new promotion types and technological advances, we
ave examined three types, from innovations aimed at target-
ng customers to those that have evolved out of new price and
romotional models to methods for increasing the effectiveness
f promotions. The guiding framework in Fig. 1 includes these
hree types of pricing and promotion innovations and serves as a
asis for organizing our discussion. Certainly, other researchers
ay organize pricing and promotions innovations in a different

ashion.
Further, in Fig. 2, for each section, we summarize avenues

hat should be explored in further research. In the area of Target-
ng, future research issues include the effectiveness of targeted
romotions, comparing better implementation strategies such
s providing an immediate discount versus giving out loyalty
oints. Further, we also need to have a better understanding
f how the results generalize to non-grocery settings. Equally
mportant is to study the effectiveness of interactive products
uch as Kiosks, shopping assistants, and mobile applications.

In the area of price and promotion models, future research

pportunities include consideration of inter- and intra-category
ptimization, incorporating market expansion and contraction
ffects in dynamic pricing models, a relative comparison of old
nd new pricing and promotion models on retailer performance,
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Research Area 1: Targeting 

Research Area 3: Promotional Design

Research Area 2: Price & Promotion 

Models

Research Issues:

1. Effectiveness of targeted promotions
2. Comparison of providing immediate discount vs. loyalty 

points
3. Broaden the understanding to non-grocery setting
4. Effectiveness of interactive products such as Kiosks, 

shopping assistants, mobile apps

Research Issues:

1. Consider the impact of inter- and intra – category 
optimization, market expansion & contraction effects in 
dynamic pricing models

2. Relative comparison of new price and promotional 
models on retailer performance

3. Factors impacting the success/failure of the new models
4. Role of personalization, time relevance and locational

relevance for sales promotion effectiveness

Research Issues:

1. Effectiveness of in-store digital signage technology on 
consumer shopping behavior (increased usage, brand 
switching etc.)

2. Effectiveness of promotional design elements using eye-
tracking technology
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Fig. 2. Resear

he long term impact on reference prices and the factors impact-
ng the success or failure of the newer price and promotion
trategies (more details on innovative business models and rele-
ant research issues are available in Sorescu et al., 2011). In this
ontext, one could also study the role of personalization, time
nd locational relevance on the effectiveness of sales promotion.

With respect to promotional design, we identify two key
esearch issues: (1) Examine the effectiveness of in-store digi-
al signage technology on consumer shopping behavior such as
sage rate, brand switching, etc. and (2) Study the effectiveness
f promotional design elements using eye-tracking software.

In summary, we have outlined insights gleaned from prior
esearch and practice as it pertains to the above three research
reas. Further, we also highlight research issues that could pro-
ide foundations for further research. Thus, while work remains
o be done, the ideas of better customer targeting, new price
nd promotion models, and promotional design elements in
etail pricing and promotions arena seem viable and worthy of
he effort required to more fully understand it. We have also
verviewed relevant technological enablers as they pertain to
hese three domains and the related research that needs to be
ursued. We hope that our article outlining recent innovations
n price and promotion serves as a catalyst for future research
nd development on the research issues described throughout
he paper and outlined in Fig. 2.
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